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Tired of poor hair days? Proceed from drab to fab at any age group with the easy, step-by-stage tutorials in
this important guide. Popular hairstyle blogger Becky Porter explains the fundamentals of braids, buns, and
twists, and can help you combine them to create amazing hairstyles for any occasion.
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Fun and Easy to Follow! I have truly enjoyed this book. Very easy to follow guidelines and although the
pictures are of girls on up to teens, I am 47 years old and I feel they are great for someone my age group and
older! 14 Yr Old loves it Gift for 14 yr older granddaughter - she loves it. Color photos, etc. Hairstyles
These styles are ok. Cannot have been put together any better! Pretty & This has some very nice hairstyles to
try This has some great hairstyles to try.!They are done a bit more precise than I like, meaning combed out
hair, slick & tight braiding and styles.. This is ideal for neat and clean no blowing in the wind styles, so in
the event that's what you are searching for it's ideal. Also, children are utilized for the models so if you are
searching for ideas for you youthful daughters for Easter, wedding ceremonies, etc, that is great for that.
Five Stars Great reference as my granddaughters both have lengthy hair.!. Minimal to no high temperature
styling, lots of looks that look complicated but are easy to do! Practical Awesome, clear, pretty pictures,
practical and reasonably priced item suggestions.!! No ridiculously long locks required either. Regular but
nice designs for normal girls -- this is awesome and I want I'd acquired it sooner!!!! :-) Best Braids
Anywhere Over 200 web pages of all types of braiding, easy to advanced, including some of the fanciest
braids you've seen with plenty of color photographs of it being done in stages on real heads of hair with
advice and written instructions to go with the pictures.. Paperback publication, about 8" x 9" Love it, shows
step-by-step with pictures I bought this publication for my daughter in fact it is great. It shows images with
step by step how exactly to do different hairstyles. I recommend this for anyone that is trying to learn and
needs to see a picture guide. It is also good to get concepts. Great for the beginner I genuinely enjoy Becky
Porter's hair designs, nevertheless I found that I love her website much better than the book, I guess that's
because I pick the hairstyles I love for my young ladies and nothing else. Possibly the book is wanting to
appeal to numerous people, I discover that I appreciate only about 25 percent of the designs. My girls like to
peruse for ideas! Finally a book that non-cosmetologist moms can understand! Gift for a 6 year old Girl
loves the book, picking out her favorite braids and buns and twists. It was much more and much better than I
anticipated. I favor the "messy" appearance, looser style braids, wispy bits of locks, etc.Some are trickier
than others but it successfully taught me how to do a fish tail braid! Definitely recommend for anyone
attempting to learn new designs (braids, twists, buns, etc). Book is paperback.. My 13 yo girl enjoys it. She
illustrates the instructions to greatly help follow along..! Begins simple then goes to more complex, skill
building. Some easy and some not so much.
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